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Committee Chairs

Park West Camera Club
The Park West Camera Club is an independent not-forprofit corporation. Guests are always welcome at meetings and activities.
The Park West Camera Club newsletter, Photo Notes, is
published every month by and for the members of the
Park West Camera Club. Subscriptions are included
with Club membership. Yearly subscriptions are available to non-members by e-mail at no charge. Printed
issues are available at PWCC meetings.
Submissions of full-length articles or smaller items of
photographic or general interest are always accepted.
The staff of Photo Notes reserves the right to edit any
submissions which are published.
Deadline for submissions is the first Monday of each
month.
Photo Notes is optimized for viewing on the internet.
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President’s Message

As I remember, last year’s
only received 15s and 16s.
final competition had many
There’s no rhyme or reason.
I overheard and also spoke
At our final Year-End Competi- ties, combined with high
scores, and the Club had to
with members who felt the
tion last week, we were ready
vote to change the rules to rescores were low and that even
to go: new software to speed
solve ties and speed things up. the monthly winners and A’s
the calculation of individual
images; three judges to decide In the 2006-07 club season, my with honors were getting low
scores and completely shut
the merits of the photographs; PDI Dance Panorama #2 won
PDI-of-the-Month in May and out. What to do?
and an excited membership
Our judges for the final
who had entered over 150 im- then PDI-of-the-Year the following month. The judges
competition were of a certain
ages to see who would be top
gave it an “18” and as it was
age and experience. Perhaps
dog and have bragging rights
one of the first images to be
we need to balance age with
as the shooter of the Club’s
youth? Perhaps some of the
Print- and PDI- Images-of-the- shown. I was really, really
sweating! Luckily for me, no
monthly winners or high scorYear.
other image even tied and it
ers were not as strong as the
Things went well at first
was the clear winner. That
images that did come out on
but near the end of the PDIs
year, the overall scores were
top? There was a bunch-up
we had to fall back on Plan B
even lower! My other images
and use pencil and paper as
[continued on page 8]
the software locked up. Not to
worry. The few ties were
Photo Notes
quickly decided and on the
whole we did get finished
Publisher:
Ed Lee
sooner than we would have
using the old system. We have
Editor:
Chuck Pine
a year to iron out the bugs. So
Committee:
Will Aimesbury, Bill Apple, Elsa Blum,
what was the beef?
Madeleine Barbara, Ann Broder, Meg Darnell, Ruth
Maybe, the perennial comFormanek, Gladys Hopkowitz, Hedy Klein, Paul Perkus,
plaint: how come all the low
Elena Pierpont, Helen Pine, Judy Rosenblatt, Puneet Sood
scores? As we’ve learned from
past competitions, every judge
Contributors: Bill Apple, John Brengelman, Sarah Corbin,
has their field of expertise, exKaren Corrigan, Christine Doyle, Ruth Formanek, Paul
perience, likes and dislikes.
Grebanier, Myrna Harrison-Changar, Ed Lee, Sal Maci,
Some are new to Club competiChuck Pine, Helen Pine, Judy Rosenblatt, Carolina Silva,
tions and bring a fresh view
Alice Somma, Julie Wosk
while some are old hands and
might even be called “profesPhoto Notes is produced on a MacBook Pro
sional” as they are popular and
using iWork Pages and Adobe Photoshop.
called often to judge. These
All uncredited images are royalty-free clip art or otherwise
judges, for better or worse,
believed to be in the public domain.
have seen many images and
may be blasé or dismissive of
Credited images remain the sole property of their
some genres. We have to take
copyright holders—all rights reserved.
the good with the bad.
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Images of the Year
2016-2017

PDI-of-the-Year
Konzo Boys
© Larry Rubin

Print-of-the-Year
A Village Church
© Dinorah Capota
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PDI Runners-Up
2016-2017

Wet Dog
© Chuck Pine

The Glories that Were Greece
© Larry Rubin

Hot Springs
© Natalie Manzino

Foggy Morning
© Christine Doyle

We Can Do It
© Paula Paterniti

Future
© Nicole Dosso

Palouse at Dawn
© Madeleine Barbara

Summer 2017

Surfer
© Sal Maci
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Print Runners-Up
2016-2017

Casting a Net on the Niger River
© Larry Rubin

The Ranch
© Madeleine Barbara

Pastoral
© Paula Paterniti

Rays of Light
© Oggy Doytchinov

Desolation
© Marvin Fink
Time Out
© Marvin Fink

Rock and Roll
© Sarah Corbin
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Final Point Totals

PDIs

2016-2017
by John Brengelman

Prints
Dinorah Capota
Sarah Corbin
Paul Grebanier
George Hansen
Natalie Manzino
John Brengelman
Paula Paterniti
Alice Somma
Elena Pierpont
Oggy Doytchinov
Bill Apple
Madeleine Barbara
Hedy Klein
Larry Rubin
Marvin Fink
Sal Maci
Ed Lewit
Justine Carson
Will Aimesbury
Ann Broder
Anna Cortez
Meg Darnell
Susan Genaro
Jerry Vogel
Ruth Yashpan
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122
110
104
100
96
94
82
82
80
72
68
68
62
44
40
34
32
24
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Congratulations to all of
our winners!
Thanks to all who entered
and competed throughout
the year and to all who
helped make the competitions run so smoothly.
And, a special thank-you
to our three judges…
Meryl Meisler,
David Chalk, and
Marilyn Stern.
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Natalie Manzino
George Hansen
Chuck Pine
Paul Grebanier
Hedy Klein
Carole de Beer
Julie Foehrenbach
Joan Slatkin
Madeleine Barbara
John Brengelman
Harriet Josephs
Janet Susin
Paula Paterniti
Elena Pierpont
Christine Doyle
Larry Rubin
Ed Lewit
Rita Russo
Larry Sapadin
Alice Somma
Jay Bitkower
Bill Apple
Michael Schleiff
Susan Rauch
Sal Maci
Marty Smith
Virginia Lawrence
Meg Darnell
Nicole Dosso
Ann Broder
Dinorah Capota
Karen Corrigan
Susan Genaro
Jerry Vogel
Justine Carson
Ruth Yashpan
Marilyn Fish-Glynn
Dottie Mills
Puneet Sood
Niv Gidron
Gordon Pellegrini
Anna Cortez
Donna Faiella
Marilyn Thypin
Will Aimesburt
Rain Bengis
Peter Houts
Brenda Popowitz
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116
108
106
100
98
96
92
90
86
86
86
86
82
82
80
80
76
70
60
78
76
68
66
64
60
56
44
42
38
32
32
30
28
28
26
24
20
18
18
16
16
14
12
12
10
8
8
8

CLUB

Workshop Nights

President’s Message

Every month, more or less,
Park West has workshop
nights—one for prints, and
another for PDIs (projected
digital images). All Club members are welcome to attend.
The next print workshop is
slated for Wednesday evening,
July 19th at 7 p.m. at the Soho
studio of Nancy Sirkus. Register for this workshop is with
the coordinator, Elsa Blum, at
<elsablum1@gmail.com> or
516-621-3215. You will be given
the address and details of the
workshop.
You may bring up to a
dozen prints to be viewed and
gently critiqued.
The next scheduled PDI
workshop will be held in the
fall, date to be announced, at
the home of Chuck and Helen
Pine (680 West End Avenue at
93rd Street, apartment 5D). No
reservations are needed. You
may start arriving at 6:30 p.m.
so your images can be loaded
into the computer.
You may bring up to five
digital files for the group to
view and then gently critique.
Some images will then be chosen for demonstrations using
Photoshop or other digital
editing software.
These workshops are a
great way to improve your
photography and to prepare
your images for the next Club
competition.
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[continued from page 3]

Where in the World…
…was this photo taken?

(if there is such a word) around
18-22 points and many of these
seem to have been the winners
of the monthly contests. Perhaps the judges were rushed
with only 10-15 second views
of the image? Hit the score and
enter key, no comments, move
on. Photo Jeopardy? Maybe a
comment would force a judge
to justify his score as at the
monthlies? There are other factors, perhaps some unknown,
Send your answer to…
but we can discuss this at a
<pwccny@aol.com>
business meeting or informally
over a meal. Your comments,
please!
Be Creative
In the Summer the Club
plans events to happen every
Let’s face it, you do your best
two weeks. A summer schedwork photographing subjects
ule is in this issue of Photo
that you’re passionate about.
Notes. We’ve planned our ever- You can photograph on a
popular outdoor and indoor
whim and are more open to
model shoots, a trip to the
trying new techniques.
Lomo Store, a night with Sony,
Personal projects will ina night shoot from across the
fuse your other photography
Hudson River, our Chuck Pine
with new creative approachLabor Day Picnic, and plenty
es, and your personal style
of Photo Ops.
will develop.
As the Organizer of the NY
Remember this saying:
Photo Safari Meetup, I will be
”You don’t find your style,
planning interesting field trips
your style finds you.” And,
as well for your photographic
for many photographers,
pleasure. Don't forget all the
finding style is achieved
other Summer events here in
through photographing that
the Big Apple. Best wishes,
in which you are interested—
have a great summer, and keep in other words, personal
that camera shooting!
projects.
Why not give it a shot?

Ed
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PWCC 2017 Summer Schedule
June
12
15
22
23
26
29

Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner
Expanding Visions 23—Trip #3
Expanding Visions 23—Trip #4
ExCom Planning Meeting
Field Trip Reunions
Expanding Visions 23—Final Review

July
10
24

Outdoor Model Shoot
Club’s Night Out

August
7
21

Evening Field Trip
Indoor Model Shoot

September
3
11
18
25

Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic
Welcome Back
Guest Speaker
Business Meeting #1

Photo Ops and Photo Events may be found in
the Schedule of Activities beginning on page 43
of this issue of Photo Notes.
Additional field trips and other Club activities
will be published as the information becomes
available.
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Competition Rotation

Committee Liaisons

The members of the Club voted to go back to alternating the
order of the prints and PDIs in
our eight monthly and the
year-end competitions. Here’s
the schedule for the rest of the
year :

The Executive Committee
(ExCom) has decided to continue for this coming year
with the committee liaison
model to spread the responsibility among the entire Executive Committee.
Here’s how it’ll work.
Each of the ExCom members (the five elected officers
plus the President Emeritus)
will be assigned committees
as liaison. Each committee
chair or co-chair will report
to the ExCom through this
liaison. In this manner, it is
felt that communication will
flow much more smoothly,
in both directions, between
the committees. In addition,
any concerns raised by the
ExCom will be passed along
to the committee chairs
through the liaisons.
Here are the committee
liaison assignments for the
2016-2017 Club year:

Month
October
November
December

First Shown
PDIs
Prints
PDIs

Three Keys
Key #1 — Understand exposure including: f-stops
and how they affect depth
of field; shutter speeds;
and how ISO relates to all
of the above.
Key #2 — Understand
and follow the basic rules
of composition including:
the Rule of Thirds; leading lines; awareness of
horizons; and many of the
other rules.
Key #3 — Understand the
”WOW” factor, CartierBresson’s decisive moment, gesture, or whatever else it is being called
this week.
Once you master these
three key elements of a
photograph, all that’s left
to do is go out there and
create your masterpiece!
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Photo Notes Deadlines
Issue

Deadline

September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017

Aug. 21
Oct. 2
Nov. 6
Dec. 4

The sooner articles and
items are submitted to Photo
Notes, the quicker the editing
and revision process can begin.
Competition scores and cumulative points are submitted as
soon after the competitions as
possible, usually one to three
days following the submission
deadline. The draft copy of
Photo Notes will be sent to the
editorial staff as soon as possible once all items are in place.
The staff will then have two to
three days to edit and return
their comments.
Once the Photo Notes issue
is complete, it is sent to the entire membership and the guest
mailing list. The Website
Committee also receives a copy
to be posted online.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Archives Maria Fernandez
Competition Mike Schleiff
Field Trip
Chuck Pine
Gallery
Helen Pine
House
Christine Doyle
Membership Helen Pine
Newsletter
Chuck Pine
Program Christine Doyle
Social
Ed Lee
Website
Mike Schleiff
Workshop
Ed Lee
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PWCC’s Yahoo Group

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a
great photo op or workshop that you’d like to
share with your fellow Club members? What
are you to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

We belong!

Summer 2017

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Eight
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation.
What a waste!

When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group
site, go to <www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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ExCom Mtg Minutes
by Christine Doyle
Recording Secretary
May 22, 2017
Present: Executive Committee
members President Ed Lee,
Vice President Michael Schleiff,
Corresponding Secretary Helen Pine, Recording Secretary
Christine Doyle, Treasurer
Maria Fernandez, and President Emeritus Chuck Pine`.
Club members John Brengelman and Marilyn Fish-Glynn
joined while the meeting was
in progress, at separate times.

that the amounts budgeted for
the Archive (including funds
appropriated for storage costs)
and Gallery Committees, total
$1,600, which will cover the
expenses. It was agreed that
future unplanned expenses
will be submitted to members
for approval.

The Club’s overall budget was
also discussed. The total budget for the 2016-2017 was projected at $15,200 when it was
adopted in October 2016. This
exceeds the amount of income
collected from member dues,
$12,800, in the same time periI. PWCC’s 80th Anniversary
od. It was noted that the newsArchival Photo Exhibit: Maria
letter printing costs have been
Fernandez presented a report
reduced over the fiscal year,
detailing the total expenses for
and that the website cost has
the club’s 80th Anniversary
gone up by about $100. It was
Archival Photo Exhibit and
agreed that the next budget
member reception. To date, the
should include projections
expenses amount to $1,552.13.
based on total memberships of
Maria is expecting additional
90 (close to current levels), 85
receipts but expects that the
and 80 members.
amounts will be low. Helen
Pine noted that this amount
II. Competition Software: Vice
exceeded the Archive Commit- President and Website Comtee’s budget for the 2016-2017
mittee Chair Michael Schleiff is
fiscal year and that the Archive uploading the new competiCommittee did not seek mem- tion software onto a donated
ber approval for the extra exPC. [Note: Although the dopenses. A review of the
nated PC had the wrong Win2016-2017 budget indicated
dows version and the new
Copies of the Business Meeting
agenda, which had been previously circulated by e-mail, and
the Treasurer’s monthly report
were passed out for review
prior to the Business Meeting.
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software would not operate
properly, Michael was subsequently able to load it on one
of his old PCs and the software
is now functional.]
III. Website: A new logo designed by Will Aimesbury was
inserted on the website’s home
page. Helen Pine noted that
the color of the logo is still
white. Michael Schleiff responded that the color will be
changed to the PWCC red logo
color shortly. Christine Doyle
added that she would like to
ask the chairs of the Field Trip
and Membership Committees
to take over the tasks of updating the website calendar and
approving new member requests to join the website, respectively.
IV. Expanding Visions 23:
Chuck Pine reported that 38
people (8 non-members) attended the introductory session of Expanding Visions 23
on May 18th.
V. Brandywine Valley Memorial Weekend Field Trip: Chuck
Pine reported that thirteen
people have signed up for the
Memorial weekend field trip to
the Brandywine Valley.
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CLUB
VI. Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner: Chuck Pine reported that
twenty people have signed up
for the Otto Litzel Memorial
Dinner. He will remind members at the business meeting.
VII. Club Facebook Page: Meg
Darnell, who runs and maintains the Club’s Facebook
page, will discuss the open
group status of the Club’s
Facebook page.
VIII. Labor Day Weekend Picnic: Gladys Hopkowitz, who is
unable to attend tonight’s
business meeting, has confirmed that she has reserved
the party and roof space in her
building for the Club’s Labor
Day Weekend Picnic.
IX. New York Metro Area
Camera Council (NYMACC):
John Brengelman attended the
latest meeting of the NYMACC
and reported that the group’s
website is ready to launch.
They would like to include a
link to the PWCC website.
Among the topics discussed
are having a yearly competi-

Summer 2017

tion
among
member
clubs (4-5
projected
images
per club)
and ways
to attract
new
members,
such as
having local cable TV stations showcase
individual club competitions
and discounts or credits to
members who recruit new
members. NYMACC has not
mentioned whether dues will
be charged to member clubs.
Helen Pine observed that NYMACC member clubs tend to
be based in the suburbs and
have different needs than citybased clubs such as PWCC.

- Field trip to Lomography
Camera store on W8th St. (late
July/early August; July 24th?)
- Late afternoon/early evening
shoot in Hoboken in August
(August 7th?)
- Indoor Model Shoot (two sessions) in August (August 21st?)
- Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic
on September 3rd
- Welcome back on September
11th
- Guest Speaker on September
18th
- Business Meeting on September 25th

X. Certificates and Flash Drives or SD Cards for Competition Awards: A discussion on
the type of gift to give competition winners was held. Helen
Pine was in favor of a gift that
had the Club’s logo on it, such
as a trophy or ribbon. Ed Lee
noted the cost of customizing
any item given as a gift is
somewhat high.
XI. Summer & Early Fall
Schedule:
- Reunion for Extended Field
Trips on June 26
- Outdoor Model Shoot in July
(July 10th?)

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

[Summer schedule dates and
activities are tentative and subject
to change]
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Business Mtg Minutes
by Christine Doyle
Recording Secretary
May 22, 2017
(This is a draft copy and has
not yet been approved by the
membership.)

I. Call To Order: President Ed
Lee called the meeting to order
at 7:03 p.m. Executive Committee members Vice President
Michael Schleiff, Corresponding Secretary Helen Pine,
Recording Secretary Christine
Doyle, Treasurer Maria Fernandez, and President Emeritus Chuck Pine were present.
With 26 members present, a
quorum was met.
II. Minutes of Previous Business Meeting: A motion to
waive the reading of, and accept the minutes of, the March
27, 2017 business meeting was
made, seconded, and passed
by vote.
III. Treasurer’s Report: Maria
Fernandez reported that the
Club has collected $12,800 in
member dues since September
2016. The Club is on budget.
She also noted that the Club’s
80th Anniversary Exhibit and
reception were a big success.

Summer 2017

IV. Committee Reports

the new
softArchive: No report (chair
ware
Myrna Changar-Harrison was
would
not present). Marilyn Fishnot opGlynn reported that she had
erate on
received good feedback about
it propthe Club’s 80th Anniversary
erly,
Exhibit from Soho Photo
Michael
Gallery staff and visitors. Ed
was
Lee again thanked members of able to load it on one of his
the Archive and Gallery Com- older PCs running Windows
mittees for their hard work in
Seven and the software is now
making the exhibit and recep- functional.]
tion such a great success, and
singled out George Hansen
Field Trip: Co-Chair Susan
and Will Aimesbury for their
Sigrist noted the two most rework on the exhibit and postcent field trips to the Brooklyn
cards and flyers.
Botanic Garden and Chelsea
Art Gallery Hop. The next trip,
Competition: Co-Chair John
the gardens of the Lower East
Brengelman noted that the
Side, will be on Saturday, June
2017 year-end competition will 3rd (rescheduled from May
be held on June 5th. PDIs for
13th). If any member’s can’t
the 2017 year-end competition attend a field trip that they’ve
must be received by midnight signed up for, please notify the
May 29th, and prints must be
trip leader as soon as possible.
submitted no later than 6:45
Also, members should contact
p.m. on Monday, June 5th.
Susan or Co-Chair Paul GreMembers can submit up to 4
banier if they have any ideas
PDIs and 4 prints each, all of
for field trips. Chuck Pine
which must have been shown asked members who attended
in competitions since October any recent field trips to send
2016. No changes to images
him photos for the next issue
can be made. The year-end
of Photo Notes.
competition will be judged by
three professionals. This year
Gallery: No report (chair Karen
the Club will be using new
Corrigan was not present).
competition software to facilitate judging and scorekeeping. House: No report (chair Marty
Michael Schleiff was installing Smith was not present but sent
his thanks to members for
the new software. [Note: Although the donated PC had the helping to put away chairs after the meetings).
wrong Windows version and

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Membership: Chair Marlene
Schonbrun reported that the
Club now has 93 dues-paying
members. She thanked all the
members who volunteered to
interview new members for
the newsletter and noted that
more help is needed in order to
complete interviews of the 13
new members who have joined
the Club since last October.

Social: Chair Natalie Manzino
noted that refreshments are
provided for after the meeting.
Ed Lee thanked Natalie for the
help and advice she gave for
getting the 80th Anniversary
Exhibit reception organized
and set up.

Website:
Chair and
Executive
Newsletter: Chair Chuck Pine Commitnoted that the next issue of
tee liaison
Photo Notes should be ready by Michael
the time of the Otto Litzel Din- Schleiff
ner, June 12th. The deadline for reported
submissions is at least one
that he
week prior to that (June 5th).
and Christine Doyle will be
Michael Schleiff noted that the contacting the chairs of the
newsletters are posted on the
Field Trip and Membership
Club website as soon as they
Committees about adding upare received.
dates to the website calendar
and approving new member
Program: Chair Marilyn Fishrequests to join the website,
Glynn reported that she has
respectively.
lined up competition judges
and speakers as follows: Com- Workshop: Chair Tom Quackpetition Judges: Year-End enbush reported that he reMeryl Meisler, Marilyn Stern,
ceived good feedback on Kaand David Chalk; Speakers:
trin Eismann’s workshop on
September - Anne Arden McAny camera/Any time. In addiDonald; October - TBA; Notion, the Sony rep who accomvember - Harvey Stein.
panied Katrin is interested in
doing a workshop on Sony
cameras.
V. Old Business
A. Update - PWCC’s 80th
Anniversary Archival Photo
Exhibit at Soho Photo Gallery and Reception: Marlene
Schonbrun reported that 57
Club members attended the
reception for the 80th Anniver-
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sary Exhibit. Michael Schleiff
noted that a link to the slide
show of current members’ images has been added to the
banner on the website home
page.
B. Update - Expanding Visions
23 Preliminary
Report: Chuck
Pine reported
that 38 people (8
non-members)
attended the introductory session of Expanding Visions 23 on
May 18th. Twelve
other persons also have requested information on the
program.
C. Update - Final Competition
Equipment: See Competition
Committee report, above.
D. Final Call - Brandywine Valley Memorial Weekend Field
Trip: Chuck Pine reported that
13 people have signed up for
the Memorial Day Weekend
field trip to the Brandywine
Valley. Among the scheduled
stops are Longwood Gardens,
and two DuPont mansions
(Hagley and Winterthur). He
also asked members for suggestions for the next Columbus
Day Weekend and next year’s
Memorial Day Weekend weekend field trips.
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members. If anyone abuses the
privilege of being a member of
the Club Facebook page, that
person can be removed from
the group.
It was the consensus of
those present that the Club
keep its Facebook group page
open to anyone who wants to
E. Update - Otto Litzel Memor- join and to monitor those who
do. Helen Pine suggested that
ial Dinner and Program (June
a group be formed to discuss
12th): Chuck Pine reported
best practices regarding the
that this year’s Otto Litzel
nature of postings on the
Memorial Dinner will be at
Buca di Beppo, a large family- Club’s group page.
style restaurant off Times
VI. New Business
Square. The cost is $40 per person not including bar drinks.
A. From the Chair:
Additional details are in the
current issue of the newsletter. 1. Election of Club Officers:
With nominations closed,
In response to Ed Lee’s
Nominating Committee Chair
question, John Brengelman
Rita Russo read the endorsed
confirmed that the Competislate of candidates for Club oftion Committee will do a presentation on the scores given to ficers for the Club year 20172018: Ed Lee - President;
‘ringer’ images, as it has at
Michael Scheiff - Vice Presiprevious Otto Litzel dinners.
dent; Helen Pine - Correspond(A discussion on the purpose
ing Secretary; Christine Doyle of ‘ringer’ images ensued.)
Recording Secretary; Maria
F. Update - PWCC Facebook
Fernandez - Treasurer. A vote
Page (Open or Closed?): Meg
was held and the endorsed
Darnell reported on the Club’s candidates were elected withFacebook group page, which
out opposition.
she runs and maintains. It is an
2. Upcoming Club Exhibits: No
open group page, with 23
members; anyone can apply to update on the Ryan Center Exhibit scheduled for October.
join but you have to be a
Natalie Manzino noted that
member of the group to view
she knew that Gallery Comcontent and comment on any
mittee Chair Karen Corrigan
postings. Meg thinks an open
has tried to contact the liaison
group would be better for the
at the Ryan Center but has not
Club, resulting in more expoyet heard back. An alternative
sure and potentially more
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would be to contact directly
the head of the center, William
Murphy.
3. Executive Committee Planning Meeting - June 23rd at
1:00 p.m.: The new Executive
Committee will hold its planning meeting on Friday, June
23rd at 1:00 p.m. at the Pines’
apartment. Club members are
welcome to attend, ”with voice
but without vote.”

4. Chuck Pine Labor Day
Weekend Picnic: This year’s
Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic
will be held on Sunday, September 3rd at 4:00 p.m. at the
rooftop party space at Gladys
Hopkowitz’s apartment building in Chelsea. A call for volunteers to help with shopping,
barbecuing and clean-up will
go out as the date gets closer.
B. From the Floor:
Field Trip Co-Chair Susan
Sigrist noted that some of the
field trips were not heavily attended this year and asked
what could be done to correct
that. Meg Darnell suggested
the Club offer more weekend
field trips to accommodate
members who work.
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VII. Good and Welfare

- Outdoor Model Shoot in July
- Indoor Model Shoot (two sesA. From the Chair:
sions) in August
- Late afternoon/early evening
1. Summer Events
shoot in Hoboken in August
- Field trip to Lomography
a. Optic 2017, June 4th-June
7th: This program is sponsored Camera store on W8th St. in
by B&H and Lindblad Expedi- August
tions and features workshops,
B. From the Floor: Chuck Pine
field trips, and portfolio resuggested that the Workshop
views. To register, go to the
Committee explore the possiB&H Events Space website.
bility of having the Sony camera rep (see Workshop Committee report, above) give his
presentation at the Sony store
in the Flatiron District.
b. NECCC (New England
Camera Club Council) Confer- VIII. Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 8:05 p.m.
ence, July 15th-July 17th: This
conference offers speakers and
IX. Refreshments and Socializworkshops on a variety of toping followed the meeting
ics, and allows attendees to
borrow equipment. For more
information, visit NECCC.org.
2. Certificates and Flash Drives
or SD Cards for Competition
Awards: A discussion on the
type of gift to give competition
winners was held. Helen Pine
was in favor of a gift that had
the Club’s logo on it, such as a
trophy or ribbon. Ed Lee noted
the cost of customizing any
item given as a gift is somewhat high. It was decided to
continue to give certificates
and give winners the choice of
either a flash drive or an SD
media card.
3. Club Summer Schedule The following club summer
activities are planned:
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Scientist Making Repairs
on Robot Woman
Illustration by Edmund
Alexander Emshwiller
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Femme Fatale
PWCC member, Professor
Julie Wosk, has curated an
exhibit at the New York Hall
of Science entitled, Picturing
Female Robots and Androids.
The show is subtitled, View
images of female robots, mannequins, and dolls from films,
television, photography, video
games and more.
This presentation is currently on display and runs
through September 3, 2017.
The Hall of Science is located in Flushing MeadowsCorona Park, site of the
1964/65 Worlds Fair, at
47-01 111th Street, Queens.
General admission tickets to the Hall of Science are
$16/13 for seniors 62+. Enjoy free admission on Fridays, from 2 – 5 p.m. and
Sundays, from 10 – 11 a.m.
For more information go
to <www.nysci.org> or contact Julie directly by email at
<jwosk@sunymaritime.edu>

Lady Fortune
© Julie Wosk
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Archives Committee
Report

And to Larry Davis and
Irene Greenberg of Soho Photo
for their help.
And…
Several years ago, I came to a
business meeting and said that Ed Lee
Marvin Fink
I would be a very old lady
Paul Perkus
soon and that I might not go
Bill Apple
on forever, and considering
that I have the Archives in my Dinah and Sorin Capota
house could the Club think of a Karen Corrigan
Myron Galef
new home for them.
Helen Pine
Instead, a few members
Chuck Pine
stepped forward and decided
Judy Rosenblatt
to come and play, or in other
Michael Schleiff
words, to bring the collection
Will Aimsbury
to life.
Maria Fernandez
As a result, we have a colAnn Broder
lection that has been scanned,
explored, photographed, made Joseph Nawy
George Hansen
into a slide show both in our
I hope I am not leaving
gallery and on You Tube, as
anyone out.
well as at a Club dinner.
You have all, over the years
Images have been included
helped to keep this work valid
in Club exhibits and a digital
and alive
print has been sold.
We produce an Archives
Sincerely,
Matter column for Photo Notes
Myrna Harrison-Changar
every month.
Archives Committee Chair
And we are only partway
through.
The old section of the exhibit upstairs reflects the exhaustive drains on our brains
as well as our muscles.
Some people have given
small bits of their talents, and
some have been going forever.
I want to thank Marilyn
Fish-Glynn first for connecting
us with Soho Photo Gallery.
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Harlem Week?
Harlem Week promotes and
celebrates the past, present,
and future of Harlem! It is a
series of Harlem events
throughout the summer, that
bring together all age groups
and cultures to celebrate the
unique and diverse essence of
Harlem. This Harlem Festival
& Celebration offers over 100
events throughout the months
of July and August, attracting
over three million attendees
from all around the world to
Harlem, New York. Featuring
outdoor and indoor music
concerts, The Upper Manhattan Auto Show, film festivals, a
health fair, sporting events,
etc. Check out the website at
<www.harlemweek.com>

Omission
George Hansen’s honor print
Silver Bowl
was inadvertently omitted
from the last issue of Photo
Notes. Our apologies!
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On Monday evening, May 8th,
Park West celebrated our 80th
Anniversary Exhibit with a reception for our members, family, and friends.
The gallery was overflowing with people. Food and
drink were in abundance. And
everyone seems to be enjoying
themselves.
Here are a few images from
the event as captured by our
Gallery Committee chair,
Karen Corrigan.

Recording secretar, Christine Doyle
and treasurer, Maria Fernandez, are
all smiles at the reception.
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Vice President Michael
Schleiff enjoying the
exhibit.

President Ed Lee (right) posing with Club
member Lorraine Sweger-Perez and her
husband, Anthony.

Paul and Linda Grebanier examine some of the archival prints.

CLUB

Portfolio Page

All images ©2017 Karen Corrigan

Members and guests enjoying the gathering.
How many can you name?

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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PWCC Website-Update
by Christine Doyle
●
Park West Camera Club has
a website that is interactive
and very user-friendly.
By creating an account
and signing on to the website, members will be able to
create and update their own
personal galleries and share
their work. (BTW, you can
create multiple galleries if
you like.)
The gallery template
comes with privacy settings
that you control.
We encourage members to
take advantage of this feature and to make their galleries Public so that visitors to the website can see
the great work that our
members are doing, in addition to the monthly competition winners and honors images.
All members are encouraged to join the website. The
website contains links to
videos on a variety of topics
that will help guide you
through many of these processes. Here are some detailed instructions on how to
get started:
To Create Your Account:
● Enter into your browser
the following address:
<www.parkwestcameraclub.org/default.aspx>
● On the home page, press
the Login button in the
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●

●

●

●

●

upper right hand corner
(below the PWCC logo).
On the login page, scroll
down to the bottom. You
will see a box marked
Membership Information
and Membership Request.
Press the Membership Information button.
On the next page, press
the Create a new User Account and Request Membership button.
Scroll down to the box
marked Login Name. Enter your email address as
your login name. Press
Next.
On the next page you
will be asked to create a
password and reminder
question for that password. Please do so.
On the next page you
will be asked for some
personal information.
You only need to fill in
the lines where required is
indicated.
A request will be sent to
the webmaster to approve your request. The
webmaster will approve
the request and a message will be sent back to
you that you can access
the website as a member.
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To Upload Images to Your
Image Library:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Image Library.
● Scroll down and press the
Upload Images button.
● Scroll down and press the
Select button. This will
open your hard drive.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added at the same time
by pressing multiple
files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading your images.
● After your images are uploaded press Save Images
and Proceed to Edit Page
button.
● At the Edit Page you can
make changes to your
image titles. When done,
press Save any changes and
return to the original page.
You can now go to your
Gallery and upload your
images.
To Create a Member Gallery:
● After you log in, click on
the My Account tab and
select My Galleries.
● Scroll down to Member’s
Galleries and press the
Add New Gallery button
(on the right).
● An online form will
open. Here you can customize your gallery, by
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•

adding a Title or Description, or adjusting additional settings, such as—
✦ Gallery Visibility
(Private, Organization
Access or Public)
✦ Transition (set how
the images will move)
✦ Options on what to
display (Image Title,
Author, Captions,
Thumbnails, etc.)
● Press the Update Gallery
Options button to save
your settings and preferences. You can now add
images to your gallery.
● The website has a section
for images taken during
PWCC field trips (PWCC
Club Outings). Galleries
for field trip images are
created in the same way
as member galleries.
To Add Images to Your
Gallery:
● After you log in or after
uploading images to
your Image Library, open
the gallery where you
want to display them.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), then at the next
page press either Display
Recent Uploads or Display
All Images (depending on
how recently the images
were uploaded).
● When you end selecting
images for your gallery,
press the Finished Marking Desired Images button.
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● This will take you to your
gallery page, where you
can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When finished reordering, press
the Save updates to image
order button.
Here is an alternative way to
add images to your gallery:
● After you log in, open the
gallery you want to upload images to.
● Press the Edit and Upload
Images button (on the
right), at the next page,
press the Upload Images
Into This Gallery button.
● Scroll down and press
the Select button (bottom
left). Your hard drive library will open.
● Select images to be added
from your hard drive.
(Multiple images can be
added by selecting multiple files.)
● Press Open in your hard
drive window. This will
begin loading the images.
● After your images are
uploaded press the Save
Images and Proceed to Edit
Page button.
● At the Edit New Images in
Gallery page, you can review and edit the image
titles. When done, press
the Save any changes and
return to original page button.
● This will take you to your
gallery page where you
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can change the order of
the images by clicking
and dragging. When
done, press Save updates
to image order button.

Be Creative
Try using a ”normal” lens
for all your shooting for a
day, a week, or longer. A
normal lens roughly equals
the diagonal of the sensor in
your camera. That’s a 50mm
lens for a full frame digital;
a 35mm lens for an APS-C
sensor; or a 25mm lens for a
(micro) 4/3s camera.
Why? Using one lens
forces you to photograph
differently and increases
your creative awareness. It
forces you to move, and this
changes both perspective
and depth-of-field.
If you only have a zoom
lens, set it to the normal
range and leave it there.
Try it, you’ll like it!
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Member Bios
Tom Quackenbush
by Carolina Silva
Tom joined the Park West
Camera Club in the fall of
2015 and he currently serves
as the Workshop Committee
chairperson.

His passion for photography started at Fairfield
University, where he served
as the Photo Editor for the
school’s newspaper for three
years. This is where Tom
started to work with film
photography and spent an
“enormous amount of time
in the dark room.”

In his junior year, Tom
won first place in a photography contest and was
awarded an Alfred Eisenstadt photograph. One of his
prized possessions is this
photograph of Egyptian Fishing Boats on the Suez Canal,
near Port Said taken in 1935
and autographed to Tom by
Mr. Eisenstadt.
Tom took a detour from his
photography career when he
served in the U.S. Army and
later when he went on to get
his MBA at Boston University.
It was not until retiring
from a forty year career at
IBM that Tom was truly able

to reconnect with his passion
for photography. Tom uses a
Nikon D610 to capture his
work, which concentrates on
three subject matters: waterfronts, urban landscapes,
and abandoned structures.
He uses Photoshop to edit
his work and chooses to organize his files by topic and
date within Bridge.
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Tom has a handful of
goals to accomplish while a

member of Park West. He is
working on developing a
theme for a portfolio project.
He hopes to improve his
skills in creating compositions within his images.
He is also looking to learn
camera and Photoshop
skills from other photographers, as well as form
relationships with members and find shooting
partners.
The professional photographers that have inspired
Tom the most are Alfred
Eisenstaedt, Edward Hopper, and Richard Avedon.
Tom lives with his wife,
Patricia, an interior designer,
in Manhattan.
Welcome to PWCC, Tom!
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Sal James Maci
by Alice Somma
Sal began by sharing with
the interviewer that his interest in photography is not
something new to him. He
actually began his interest in
photography years ago in
high school. He became the
president of his high school
photography club. Sal described a magic moment
happening when he developed his first picture in the
darkroom. As with many
people, life got in the way of
his photography and he
didn’t pick it up again until
ten years ago.

Sal bought a small digital
camera and decided he really wanted to pursue photography. He enrolled in a
number of photography
classes at I.C.P., B&H on-line.
Sal currently uses a Nikon
D7000 and is knowledgeable
in Adobe’s Photoshop and
Lightroom editing programs.
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In looking for a camera
club, Sal came across Park
West and attended some
meetings last season, but had
to take time off for personal
reasons. Sal returned to
PWCC and joined the Club
this season. He participates
in competitions and provides
the Photo Jumble in the
monthly Club newsletter,
Photo Notes.
Sal enjoys the critiques
received from the competition and appreciates seeing
everyone’s work. He feels
the portfolio reviews are
helpful to him. He describes
this as a learning experience
and feels it inspires him to
improve his photographic
eye, even though he is color
blind, when taking and processing photographs.
Having a love of travel
gives Sal an opportunity to
take many interesting pictures in different places. He
has travelled to far off lands,
some of which include China, Japan, Italy, Greece,
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Turkey,
and
more. He
participated in
a Tim
Grey
New
York
Photo
Tour
which he
enjoyed.
Sal would like to improve
his own appreciation of photography. He feels it is helpful to discuss photography
with other Club members
and he has gained insight
from the guest speakers.
Sal’s ultimate goal is, “to
tell a story that touches the
human heart, to increase his
awareness, and to better understand life.”
Welcome to the Club, Sal!
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Photocrowd
Photocrowd is a place to
connect, get inspired, enter
photo contests, and find a
focus for your photography.
Photocrowd is your new
favourite (yes, they’re from
the UK) photo community
and home to the world’s
most exciting photo contests.
It is a place where talented
photographers from around
the globe connect, get inspired, and (possibly) sell
their work as beautiful prints
and wall art.
How does it work? First,
you go to their website at
<www.photocrowd.com>
Next, you sign up for free.
Third, you explore the categories of contests you like
shooting (landscape, architecture, macro, and dozens
more) and the contests currently open for submission
(waterfalls, music on the
street, wide angle view, etc.).
Finally, you upload your images to the website.
Your images get rated by
your fellow photocrowders
and by a judge.
For example, the image
above (and to the right) was
entered into the All Things
Nautical contest. It is a shot
of tall ships and naval vessels taken in the Hudson
River. It received top honors
from the crowd and the
judge awarded it first prize.
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This is what the judge
said about it, ”Old meets
new that about wraps it up
for this stunning picture.
This picture for me is the
clear winner with a soft pas-

tel color throughout interrupted with solid solid color
of the boats, flags, and
sailors. I feel I was there to
see this personally. Great picture right on brief.”

Tall Ship Meets Battleships
© Helen Pine

Robots, Etc.
These images are from
the opening reception of
PWCC member Julie
Wosk’s exhibit at the
New York Hall of Science. [See page 15 of this
issue of Photo Notes.]
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Depth of Field
By Bill Apple
Unspooling
Summer’s here, starting to
unwind like a fresh roll of Kodak Tri-X. You remember: film!
Indulge me—some of us still
shoot film.
Unlike SD cards, which can
hold upwards of 10,000 images, 35mm film really, really is
finite. When the camera’s
counter registers 36, you’re
done. That limitation focuses a
photographer on what matters—even on whether to shoot
—and adds mindfulness to picture-taking.
Mindfulness was one of the
messages photographer Robert
Kalman delivered last month
at the Club. He ought to know.
He traipses the globe with 4x5
and 8x10 view cameras, backbreakers. Just setting up shots
has imbued him with a slow
deliberateness behind the lens.
Cultivate deliberateness yourself, be as mindful with your
camera. To learn more, visit
<robertkalmanweb.com>
A few Big Ideas to ponder
over summer:

Wow Factor Emotionally moving and aesthetically spot-on at Arlington. Think: Rule
of Thirds (the scout’s placement) and Leading Lines. Photo by Richard Vogel, AP.

traordinary work of others that
you happen upon.
I recently came across as
poignant a photo as I’ve ever
seen, taken at Arlington Cemetery by AP photog Richard Vogel (see “Wow Factor”). It ran
alongside an essay on the
meaning of Memorial Day, in
the Wall Street Journal. Read it
at <tinyurl.com/y9pklzx2> but
it may make you weep.

Aperture. Open up an f-stop
(or wider), to expose yourself
to photographers you know
little or nothing of. For starters,
get to the Irving Penn show at
the Met, around until July 30.
A talk by Penn mavens—free
for museum visitors!—is slated
for Sunday, June 25, at 2 p.m.
Uploads. Not necessarily to
Peter Hujar is one photogInstagram, Flickr, or Facebook rapher who only crossed my
(sorry, I dislike social media for radar months ago: a photo of
the mischief it too often
his was screaming from the
incites). Instead, pass around
dust jacket of a celebrated 2015
your “Wow!” photos directly
novel, “A Little Life” by Hanya
by e-mail to friends, family, us. Yanagihara. Incredibly, the
Likewise, circulate the exbook is as stunning as the cov-
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er (see “A Little
Photo”). Reading the book,
however, is
tough: 700-plus
pages, wrenching emotions,
the stuff of life
writ large. (The
plot tracks a circle of college
friends over
several
decades.)

A Little Photo Peter Hujar’s
“Orgasmic Man” (1969) shouts
from the cover of “A Little Life,”
a celebrated 2015 novel no
less compelling than the cover.
Ever heard of Hujar?

More about Hujar here
<peterhujararchive.com> and
in Wikipedia, of course. And
about the book, this review in
the New Yorker will fill you in
<tinyurl.com/j29r246> It’s a
story of the human condition,
compelling, revelatory, but
perhaps not everyone’s cup of
tea.
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RTFM. Muttered daily at Tech
Support: Read The F***ing
Manual! But do. The Chinese
puzzle-box of your camera’s
menus probably conceals a
multitude of capabilities you
never knew you had. Explore
them—and the manufacturer’s
manual.
Buying a new camera (or
related doodad) can also get
creative juices flowing. Likewise, diving deeper into Photoshop or other software could
reward you in unanticipated
ways. Not long ago, I took a
dip into HDR’s waters, and
the result—not bad—taught
me new tricks (see “Accidental
HDR”).

Accidental HDR A tough negative—white water, bright sky, obsidian granite—begged for HDR. I
scanned it at several exposures,
over- and under-. Then Nik HDR
Efex Pro pulled extra shadow and
highlight detail needed for a better image. Photo: ©2017 Bill
Apple.

Autofocus. Home in on a subject, assign it as a project. Several. It’s okay still to photograph a little of this and that,
but better to focus efforts on
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honesty in critiques, getting
and giving them,
fearlessly. One
phrase to ditch:
gentle criticism.
By definition
“criticism” underscores deficiencies, things
that do not work.
Attempts to softMining Photos Always juggle a few self- en or defang critassigned projects as you go about shootical words do no
ing. Pictured: my 2012 photo book, a perone good. Valusonal exercise to Photoshop eye charts
able critiques
into unexpected places (onto an umbrella,
must be given
for one). Photo: ©2012 Bill Apple.
straight, unvarnished; they cannot be delivered
something coherent; it will
make of you a better, more se- like Mister Rogers’ pablumrious photographer. Find your speak. Offer informed critiquing, illumined always by
subject, and keep it in mind
technical mastery and aesthetic
when shooting.
My May “curtain raiser” at appreciation. Be civil and on
point, and informed.
the Club, “Please Be Seated,”
A second resolution: Print
surveyed people sitting in public places. Another project, on- pictures. Overcome whatever’s
stopping you. (Laziness?
going, captures items people
Cost?) Since the advent of digileave by pay phones (coffee
tal, the fine-art photographic
cups, religious tracts, folded
newspapers). And a third, ten- print is a vanishing species;
sadly, most digital images are
tatively titled “Into The
never printed; they live only
Abyss,” photographs the
on LCD screens.
yawning maws of tunnels,
Instead of saving for the
manholes, and ominous stairlatest gee-whiz camera, invest
ways to nowhere. I’m always
in a decent inkjet printer, one
looking. When done, you'll
have a show, portfolio, or pho- with various shades of black
and of the other CMYK hues
to book. (See “Mining
for reproducing the subtleties
Photos.”)
in your photographs (see
“Printer’s Ink”). It’s not a phoHi Res. Not dpi or megapixtograph, some rightly say, until
els, but resolution for greater
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Street Photography

2

by James Maher
Digital-Photography-School
adapted by Chuck Pine
‘Street photography’ and
‘New York City’ are terms
that often go hand in hand.
The Big Apple is a diverse
Printer’s Ink Epson’s Surecity of nearly 8.5 million
Color P600 printer sports five
eclectic and vibrant souls, all
colored inks and four blacks
packed into a tiny island and
for rich, artisanal (and
its surrounding boroughs.
archival) inkjet photos. Buy a
Each area of the city has its
decent printer and commit
own unique character and
your work to paper, where
flavor, and there are so many
photographs belong.
interesting, unique moments
that you can see here on a
it’s on paper. Screens and mon- daily basis. It is one of the
itors don’t count.
great locations in the world for
this genre of photography.
Parting Shot. Feedback,
And, we live here!
please, about these columns
Here are some suggestions
and this newsletter. Until you
to keep in mind when you’re
tell us what works and what
doing street photography in
doesn’t, we haven’t a clue. Re- New York City, or anywhere
alize it takes considerable efelse, for that matter.
fort and commitment to get
these pages into your hands
1. Slow down and don’t try to
every month. Is it worth it?
photograph it all at once.
Give us informed criticism,
2. Put yourself in the middle of
won’t you, dear reader,
the commotion and take what
straight and unvarnished?
comes to you.
Have a great summer!
3. Cut out the preconceived
notions of what the city should
5 look like.

3

6

4. Set up your camera to catch
fast moving scenes.
5. Try street portraiture.
6. Photograph at night.
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All images
© Chuck Pine
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Gallery Watching
by Ruth Formanek
and Judy Rosenblatt
Henri Cartier-Bresson; India in
Full Frame; Rubin Museum,
150 West 17th Street; through
September 4
by Judy
This exhibit displays 69 photographs by the renowned
French photographer, taken
during his travels in India
starting in 1947. Cartier-Bresson had just co-founded the
photography collective Magnum, which gave him and his
photojournalist colleagues
new freedom from the demands of publishers and editors. Now they could document world events on their
own terms. Magnum has survived and evolved, and this is
one of several exhibits in town
commemorating its 70th anniversary.
At Magnum’s founding,
areas of coverage were assigned, and Cartier-Bresson’s
beat was Asia. The recently
minted small Leica camera,
along with fast black and
white film, enabled photographers to operate more freely
and unobtrusively than ever
before; a golden age for photojournalism had begun.
Central to this exhibit are
scenes of Gandhi’s last days
and his funeral in January,
1948. India had just gained independence and withstood the
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All images
© Henri Cartier-Bresson
turmoil and violence resulting
in the creation of the Muslim
state of Pakistan. Cartier-Bresson had photographed intimate scenes of Gandhi, who
opposed India’s partition, just
before his assassination, and
quickly returned to the scene
to photograph his funeral;
with these publications, Cartier-Bresson’s photography became famous worldwide.
The exhibit also includes
scenes of daily life—women
laying out saris to dry, street
vendors—as well as glimpses
of remaining Indian royalty,
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life at a dancing school, the
death of a beloved guru,
refugee camp scenes. A
panorama of a country in flux,
yet where much remained the
same. The famous Leica, letters, and examples of magazine publications are also encased here.
Every scene is impeccably
composed: we all know of
Cartier-Bresson’s concept of
seizing the “decisive moment”
in which everything comes together at all levels. He said,
“The camera is a sketchbook,
an instrument of intuition and
spontaneity, the master of the
instant, which in visual terms
questions and decides simultaneously.” This exhibit made
me curious about his background, about what influenced
him, of which I knew very little. I found that he was born
into a well-to-do family in
Chantaloupe, France, in 1908,
and was artistically inclined
from an early age. Some family members, particularly an
uncle, had been artistically
gifted, and his family gave
Henri financial support early
in his career. But he also had
some harrowing experiences
when he
was young,
almost dying from
backwater
fever contracted in
Africa in
1931, and
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being taken prisoner of war by
the Germans during WW ll.
At 19, young Henri received rigorous training in
painting and art history in the
studio of cubist painter and
sculptor Andre Lhote; then he
became involved with the
surrealists, though dissatisfied
with his paintings under their
influence. Meanwhile, an interest in photography was
building up. A turning point
came when he saw a 1930 photograph of three naked young
African boys plunging into the
surf of Lake Tanganyika and,
“I suddenly understood that a
photograph could fix eternity
in an instant.”
By 1947, the time of this exhibit, Cartier-Bresson’s career
as a photo- journalist was underway, his work had begun to
be exhibited, he was married,
and he had also had a stint as
assistant to the great filmmaker, Jean Renoir. So, (not for the
first time), we have here the
story of an artistically gifted
20th Century man turning
from painting to photography,
and bringing a discipline and
artistry to the field that helped
establish it as an art form.
by Ruth
Like Judy, I liked the Rubin
Museum India show, being a
long-time admirer of CartierBresson. That he was a friend
of filmmaker Jean Renoir, that
he not only co-directed The
Rules of the Game, but played
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the role of a butler in it, endeared him to me even more.
Many of the India photos
show layers of people, especially of crowd scenes in vertical formats. Cartier-Bresson
had little interest in the quality
of printing and I think that
some of the prints are too grey,
shot too far away from people,
and often out of focus. One
sees the mass but not the individuals, except for the all-toofew images surrounding
Gandhi and his funeral, many
of which are close-ups. The
‘Sari’ images are effective as
landscapes, as compositions
typical of life in India.
Cartier-Bresson is famous
for his coinage of ‘The Decisive
Moment,’ a concept that has
been interpreted in several
ways. I think that its origin
may be film where, especially
in dramas, such moments
make or break the action.
Think of The Maltese Falcon
without its decisive moments!
The following lengthy
quote is from his 1952 book:
“If a photograph is to
communicate its subject in all
its intensity, the relationship of
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forms must
be rigorously established. Photography
implies the
recognition
of a rhythm
in the world
of real
things. What
the eye does is to find and focus on the particular subject
within the mass of reality;
what the camera does is simply to register upon film the
decision made by the eye.
”We look and perceive a
photograph as we do a painting, in its entirety and all in
one glance. In a photograph,
composition is the result of a
simultaneous coalition, the organic coordination of elements
seen by the eye. One does not
add composition as though it
were an afterthought superimposed on the basic subject material, since it is impossible to
separate content from form.
Composition must have its
own inevitability about it.
”In photography there is a
new kind of plasticity, the
product of instantaneous lines
made by movements of the
subject. We work in unison
with movement as though it
were a presentiment on the
way in which life itself unfolds. But inside movement
there is one moment at which
the elements in motion are in
balance.”
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Cartier-Bresson’s reference
to ‘movement’ has been responsible for its many interpretations. Does he mean that
the photographer composes a
scene, then waits for ‘movement’, like a child running,
and then includes it in the
composition? Or? What’s your
take? We’d like to hear your
interpretation.
Go see this show! And eat
the excellent Asian food at the
Rubin Museum!

moving and involving part of
the exhibit.
Of course, times have
changed and now we have the
tools to take many of the
ALMOST decisive moments
we come upon and vastly improve them. I wonder if Cartier-Bresson would call that
cheating! But he seemed able
to depart from his strict approach, as with his later, amazing portraits of French celebrities. Obviously here he interacted with his subjects and posed
them informally in
their own environments.The famous
portrait of Matisse
in his studio among
his birds comes to
mind. Catching the
right expression was
what was decisive
here!

by Judy
I agree with Ruth that the
black and white printing here
somehow didn’t sing out as it
is capable of doing. I also, on
reflection, began to wonder if
Cartier-Bresson’s search for the
decisive moment—its formal
rigor and anonymity (he
blackened the shiny parts of
his camera to make it less noticeable) created a kind of emotional distance from his subjects. At any rate, I found the
images of Gandhi’s last days
and funeral, where the photographer had less control over
the situation, to be the most
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Street Shooting
The article on page 27
gives some tips for street
photography. Here are
some destinations you
might find interesting:
• SoHo: the corner of
Prince and Broadway is
one of the busiest and most
fashionable corners in the
City;
• 5th Avenue: walk from
Central Park down to 53rd
Street for some of the
busiest and most interesting corners in the city;
• The East Village: young
hipsters, old punk rockers,
and about a hundred other
demographics gel together
in this neighborhood;
• Broadway: literally anywhere, start at Columbus
Circle and walk all the way
down Broadway until your
feet hurt;
• Chinatown: some of the
most beautiful streets in
New York, eat dumplings
while you photograph and
visit Columbus Park where
people go to gamble; and
• Grand Central: shoot in
the terminal, then walk
around the neighborhood.
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PhotoWordJumble
by Sal Maci

Photo Cartoon-of-the-Month

Last month’s answers:
ViewIng
sYncIng
focuSIng
adjuSTiNg
brackETing
Surprise answer:
SENSITIVITY

Total Eclipse
This summer, on August
21st to be precise, there will
be a total eclipse of the sun
—at least it will be in totality
for 14 states (partial in the
rest of the contiguous 48.
[See the map for the path of
the eclipse.]
The best states
from which to view
the eclipse in its
totality are, from
west to east, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri,
Tennessee, and
South Carolina.
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The ability to view the
eclipse is dependent upon
the weather, of course. Clear,
(otherwise) sunny days are
optimum for viewing.
Important Note—You
must not look directly at the
sun when it is NOT in total
eclipse. Damage to the retina of
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the eye is possible. You MUST
wear protective light-blocking
lenses!
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Big Apple Fireworks

How To Shoot Fireworks you were to set your shutter

by Chuck Pine speed for, say, 1/60th of a second, not only will the lens be
The following is a list of legal
fireworks displays around
Fireworks abound in the New open for only a moment of the
firework’s life, but the expoManhattan that have been isYork City metropolitan area
sure may also be too brief to
sued permits by the FDNY:
every summer. See the article
record any image at all! With
to the left for some photo ops
• Sunday, June 25, 9:45 p.m.,
ISO 100 or faster settings, try a
in town—many others are
Hudson River, Pier 40 (Housone-second exposure.
available around the area.
ton Street)
Getting good pictures of
•Tuesday, June 27, 10:15 p.m., fireworks is pretty easy—if you
know what you’re doing.
South Ellis Island
There are only two basic requirements:
1)
a time exposure; and
2)
a solid platform for
the camera.
1. Time Exposure. A fireworks
projectile (sometimes called a
skyrocket) takes time from the
moment it streaks up from its
launch tube, to the peak of its
explosion, until the last traces
of its color fade. As the rocket
sails skyward, the crowd has
2. Solid Platform. Regardless of
time to exclaim “Ooh!” Then as your camera, the second re• Thursday, June 29, 9:15 p.m., it explodes in a burst of trails
quirement is a solid platform
Wards Island
of color, the crowd has time to to hold the camera motionless
exclaim, “Ahh!” From launch
during the time-exposure. This
• Tuesday, July 4, 9:15 p.m.,
to fadeout takes a few seconds. is pretty much a need for all
East River, Brooklyn Bridge
Your exposure, therefore,
time-exposure photography.
should be long enough to cap- The best platform is a tripod. It
• All summer long, every Friprovides a solid, easy-to-carry
day night, 9 p.m. (or when the ture all, or part, of this progression. How long should
base on which to hold the
Brooklyn Cyclones baseball
your exposures be? At least
camera still for an extended
game ends) over the Atlantic
exposure.
Ocean at Coney Island (on the one second long, sometimes
two seconds, and some expoAll SLRs and most pointboardwalk in front of the
sures even longer.
and-shoots have a threaded
Wonder Wheel)
There’s another reason for a opening on their baseplate that
time exposure. As bright as
permits you to attach the cam• Additional Coney Island
era to a tripod. A tripod is just
fireworks follow the Cyclones fireworks look to us against a
games on June 24th; July 3rd & dark sky, they are not so bright the beginning. You also want
the camera to be as vibration18th; and on August 22nd, 26th that most cameras can record
them in a blink of an eye. If
free as possible during the
& 29th,
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exposure. Since pressing the
What focal-length should you
shutter button can cause the
use? If you have a choice, go
camera to shake, you avoid
for a “normal” or slightly
this by using a remote release. wide-angle lens. Since your
The release enables you to
position relative to the rocket
press the shutter button withbursts will determine the exact
out touching the camera.
focal length, use this as your
(If you don’t have a tripod, guide: You want the frame of
don’t give up. Try placing your your image to extend so that it
camera on a makeshift solid
includes a good bit of the foreplatform, such as a
fence post, a railing,
or a wall. None of
them is as steady or
convenient as a tripod, but they’re
much better than
hand-holding.)
(If you don’t have
a remote release,
again, don’t give up
and go home quite
yet. Although using a
remote release is better than shooting
without one, shooting without a release
is better than not taking the shot at all.
All photographs this article
Just be gentle while
© Chuck Pine
tripping the shutter.)
Now to a few specifics: Which
way should you hold the camera? If you’re going to capture
the rocket’s upward trail and
the blast, a vertical orientation
is called for. If you’re zooming
in for the burst of color, horizontal may work better. In other words, use both, depending
on your particular situation
and goals.
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manual focus. Autofocus will
work, maybe, but not as fast as
you’d like and certainly not as
fast as a lens set at infinity in
manual mode.

What aperture should you use?
You might think that because
the sky is so dark you need a
wide aperture. Just the opposite is true. Remember,
your objective is not to
record the dark sky except as background. You
want to record the intensely bright streaks of
color. Were you to use a
wide open aperture during your time-exposure,
you would probably
overexpose the colors.
Result: They would
“burn out” and fade. To
intensify the color, therefore, use a smaller aperture like f-8, or f-11, or
even f-16. Which you use
depends on your ISO setting and the intensity of
the color bursts. I suggest
you check your histogram or bracket your
ground in the bottom (more on
shots, using different f-stops.
this in a moment) and “headHere are some suggested
room” above the topmost firestarting points for ISO setting
work trails. Chances are you’ll
and aperture combinations:
need at least your normal and
ISO 100
f -8
possibly a wide-angle setting
ISO 200
f -11
for this. A wide-angle to short
ISO 400
f -16
telephoto zoom is ideal.
Remember, use your LCD
screen to check for composiWhere should you set focus?
tion, exposure, etc., and make
Set your lens for infinity. Turn
corrections as needed.
off the autofocus and use
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tree. Whatever. The important
thing is that your image include some interesting foreground objects.

yourself to just one explosion?
Try keeping your shutter open
long enough to capture the
glow of a few fireworks, one
after the other. To do this, exOne trick you may want to try periment with longer expois to use flash, built-in or acces- sures—10 seconds, 20 seconds,
sory, to light the foreground
and even longer. You can get
object. Let’s say you want to
some dazzling results! Just
capture the crowds of people
hold your hat, or some other
How many frames should you in the foreground, but they are opaque object, in front of the
shoot? Expect to shoot plenty! in the dark. How can you add lens between the bursts.
The bottom line(s) at this kind
Every burst is beautiful and
of shoot: have fun, shoot lots of
you can’t predict which one
exposures, and experiment
will be the best. Be prepared to
with all sorts of different techchange media cards and batterniques. you never know what
ies quickly and in the dark.
you’ll get; and isn’t that one of
Practice! My advice, shoot,
the joys of photography?
shoot, and shoot some more.
How do you set your camera
for a long shutter speed and
small aperture at the same
time? On most cameras, switch
to the manual exposure mode.
Set the aperture to the f-stop
you want (or bracket around
the one you’ve chosen). Set the
shutter speed to the ‘B’ setting—that stands for ‘bulb.’

light to the heads during your
exposure? Your flash can do
the trick. Keep the camera on
manual exposure control. Set
up on the tripod as already exNow, there’s an additional step plained. But in this case, focus
to consider that can take your
on the people. With a wide-anpictures out of the ordinary
gle lens the fireworks will be
and make them extra-special.
within your depth of field. If
The burst of a skyrocket, by
not, the fireworks may not be
itself, is pretty. But it’s not par- sharply in focus, but this lack
ticularly interesting. What can of sharpness is acceptable
you do to add interest? Conbecause the fireworks are
sider including a statue in the
streaks of light and color, not
foreground, with the fireworks detailed objects.
framing it. Or silhouettes of the
onlookers to give a sense of
There’s one more “trick” for
location to your picture. Or a
you to consider. Why limit
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NIK Software
Google recently announced
they will no longer update
the Nik Collection of photo
editing apps or add any new
features in the future. Those
of us who use Nik plug-in
software as part of our workflow will eventually have to
find alternatives.
As Photoshop and other
editing programs evolve and
improve, the Nik software
will become obsolete. It is
time to start doing research to
find replacements.
Some possibilities include
OnOne Software, Alien Skin
Software, Topaz Labs, Auto
FX Software, and a host of
other programs—all of which
will be attempting to fill the
void left by Nik’s demise.
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PhotoShopping

Repeat this step with the
Black Slider.
Your image should now
look much better—a full
contrast range from whites
to blacks with no blown out
nor blocked up areas.

by Chuck Pine
To the Points
If you sit through a few Club
competitions, you begin to recognize some technical comments which are oft repeated.
”The horizon is crooked,” is a
common one. So is , ”the color
is over-saturated.” But by far,
the most comments from
judges have to do with an
image’s contrast.
This can include comments
like the highlight areas are
blown out and/or the shadows
are blocked up. It could also
include the statement ”there is
not enough contrast.”
In the beginning, if you
wanted to change contrast in
Photoshop, you would go to
Levels and start playing with
the sliders. It was called setting
the white point and setting the
black point. What you ended up
with was better contrast, but
this was based on what you
saw on the monitor. It was all
subjective, not really objective.
Today things are different.
The tools are better. The algorithms are better. And, the results are better, too. Not to
mention, much easier, as well.
Here’s an image I recently
shot at Longwood Gardens in
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.
It was an overcast day. The picture is dark and gloomy—
maybe a nice mood for some
shots, but not his one.
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To fix the contrast problem,
open the RAW file in Adobe
Camera Raw (ACR). If you’re
starting with a JPG file, open it
in Photoshop and then go to
Filter > Camera Raw Filter…
ACR should open in the
Basic Panel [as shown below].

If it doesn’t, click on the Basic
Panel icon (red arrow).
Place the cursor (white arrow) on the triangle of the
Whites Slider. Hold down the
Shift Key and double click on
the Whites Slider’s triangle.
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Here’s the reverse problem
—an over-exposed image. But
it can be
remedied
in the
same way
—by setting the
white and
black
points.
Voilá!
Whenever
you start processing an
image, this
should be one
of the first
steps you
take…period.

The contrast changes in these
images can be quite subtle. I
hope reproduction quality
allows you to see them.
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Photo Shopping
by Chuck Pine
Getting Close
Close-up shooting—AKA
macro photography—requires
some special equipment. Some
of it can be expensive while
other gear is more pocketbookfriendly. There are basically
three methods to achieve a
macro photograph. Here’s the
lowdown:
• using a special lens;
• placing something between
the lens and the camera
body; and
• placing something in front
of the lens.

There are two kinds of
things that can be placed between the camera body and
lens. The first is called a teleconverter, but it is not used
much for macro shooting—it
has too many drawbacks. The
second option is to use extension tubes. These are hollow
tubes that extend the lens’ elements from the sensor, thus
enlarging the image size.
They can be purchased
singly or in sets of two or three
different-length tubes—the
longer the extension, the
greater the magnification. If
you go this route, make sure
that you buy ones that do not
disable your camera’s autofocus and/or autoexposure caThe special lens used for
macro photography is, strange- pabilities.
The major drawback to exly enough. called a macro lens.
tension tubes is their inconveIt lets you focus extremely
closely and get life-size magni- nience. Every time you want to
use one you have to remove
fications on your sensor (or
the lens, attach it to the tube,
film, if you’re still doing that
and then attach the lens/tube
sort of thing). It is expensive,
combination back to the camvery expensive—most cost
over $500, even the ones made era body. Then, when the tube
by third-party manufacturers. is connected the lens can focus
Macro lenses offer the best closely but it loses all ability to
focus at even moderate disquality. They are easy to use.
tances. So, if you want to now
And, in a pinch, you can aim
focus on something further
your camera at a distant subaway than a few feet, you have
ject and still be able to focus.
to undo the entire set-up,
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which could cause you to miss
the shot.
Extension tubes are moderately priced at about $100,
more or less.
Finally, there are filter-like
attachments called auxiliary
close-uo lenses that screw into

or clip onto the front of your
lens. They run the gamut in
prices from $10 to $100s. Most
screw to the front of your lens
like a filter. That means constant screwing and unscrewing
when switching between
macro shooting and distance
shooting. It also means getting
one for each lens with a different filter size

Another possibility is the
Raynox Macroexplorer. It
quickly clips on to the front of
the lens. It offers great quality.
And one size fits the front of
most lens sizes. About $110.

Disclaimer
I do not, nor does anyone else
in the Club, make a profit
from the sales of these items.
Chuck
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Exhibit in Australia

Photo Review

Hard Hat Tours
by Sarah Corbin

The 2017 Redlands International Exhibition of Photography is now open for entries.
This Queensland, Australiabased competition, in both
print and projected digital
imaging, includes: open, nature, people, photojournalism,
monochrome, creative, and
travel categories.
Entries will be accepted
through July 17th and the
judging will take place in early
August. The actual exhibit will
open on August 25th. 285
awards and honors will given
to the participants.
This exhibit is authorized
by both the Australian Photographic Society and the Photographic Society of America.
All the rules and the entry
form may be downloaded at
<www.redlandscameraclub.org.au/exhibitions.html>

Creative Tip
Light is the most basic element
of photography. Knowing how
to control light is key to being
creative. Try this experiment to
be more creative with light.
Instead of shooting with
your camera set to ”auto” or
”daylight” white balance, try
some of the other settings. If
you’d rather not alter your images in-camera, try playing
with the white balance settings
in your editing program.
Try it,… you’ll like it!
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The Photo Review, a highly acclaimed critical journal of photography, is sponsoring its 33rd
annual photography competition with a difference.
Instead of only installing an
exhibit that would be seen by a
limited number of people, The
Photo Review will reproduce
accepted entries in its 2017
competition issue and on its
website. Thus, the accepted
photographs will be seen by
thousands of people all across
the world and entrants will
have a tangible benefit from the
competition.
Leading New York City gallerist, Yancey Richardson, of
the Yancey Richardson Fine Art
Gallery, will be the juror for the
2017 Photo Review Photography Competition.
An entry fee of $35 for up to
three prints or images and $8
for each additional image entitles entrants to a copy of the
full-color catalogue.
Entries must be received by
June 30, 2017.
You can download contest
rules at and submit images to
<www.photoreview.org/competition>
Publishing since 1976, The
Photo Review covers photography events throughout the
country and serves as a central
resource for photography in the
Mid-Atlantic region.
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Hello all... These are wonderful photo tours and well worth
the money. This tour is specifically for photographers. You
can use tripods, etc. and aren’t
rushed. I did an all day version
of it this past winter, paid a lot
more, and, froze to death. But,
I got incredible photos.
Here’s the info from John
McInnes the Director of Public
Programs at Save Ellis Island:
We are now selling tickets for
the June 17th Photo Tour of the
Ellis Island Immigrant Hospital. Here is a link to event info
and and to purchase tickets
<www.saveellisisland.org/
photo-session-hospital-complex>
I hope you will be able to come
and join the tour!

Tripod Tip
Tripods come in all shapes,
sizes, and weights. In order to
be effective, the tripod you use
must be sturdy enough to hold
your camera/lens combination
steady in any shooting situation—this usually means heavy.
But, a tripod that is too
heavy will most likely be left at
home or in the car. Find the
happy medium between too
heavy and not sturdy.
You’ll be glad you did!
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South of the Border

Canaima Nat Pk,
Venezuela

Lençois Nat Pk,
Brazil

There are many wonderful and
beautiful natural photo ops
south of our borders—and I
don’t just mean in Mexico.
Here are a handful of destinations you might want to put on
your photography bucket list.
Alej. de Humboldt Nat Pk,
Cuba

Cocora Valley,
Colombia
These look like a
photographer’s
dream. Anyone interested in a field
trip down south?

Poás Volcano Nat Pk,
Costa Rica

Lake Atitlán,
Guatemala
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Huascaran Nat Pk,
Peru

Madidi Nat Pk,
Bolivia
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Iguazu Nat Pk,
Argentina

Rapa Nui Nat Pk,
Easter Island, Chile
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B & H Event Space
B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of this
month’s offerings:

Thursday, June 22
Close-Up and Macro
Speaker: Lester Lefkowitz

Wednesday, June 14
Shooting Architecture
Speaker: Paul Clemence

Sunday, June 25
Camera/Lens Cleaning
Speakers: Photo Tech

Monday, June 19
Astrophotography
Speakers: Christopher Witt
and Todd VorenKamp

Tuesday, June 27
Stock Photography
Speakers: Keith Goldstein

Thursday, June 29
Following the Light
Speaker: Jared Platt
Tuesday, June 20
Selection Techniques
Speaker: Tim Grey
Wednesday, June 21
Photojournalism
Speakers: Stephanie Sinclair
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Check out the B&H website at
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
the details as well as a complete list of additional presentations, and to register for the
course(s) of your choice. Please
note, they do accept walk-ins
for events that have not
reached capacity. The B&H
Event Space is located on the
second floor of their SuperStore, at 420 9th Avenue.
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NECCC Photo
The New England Camera
Club Council’s 72nd annual
Photography Conference is
scheduled to take place on the
campus of the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst
during weekend of July 14th
thru the 16th.
Guest presenters will include Charles Needle, Jack
Reznicki, Roman Kurywczak,
Tim Grey, Bob Krist, Essdras
Suarez, and many other recognizable names.
The featured keynote
speaker is Bryan F. Peterson.
He is a contributing editor at
Popular Photography (now defunct) and Outdoor Photographer
magazine. He is also the
founder of the world’s number
one on-line school: Bryan Peterson’s School of Photography
at <www.bpsop.com>
There will be plenty of
workshops and learning sessions including model shoots,
live animal shoots, photo contests, and tons more. There is
an area set aside for the many
vendors who will be in attendance. And, don’t forget the
BIG ice cream social hour!
For all registration information, go to the NECCC website
at <www.neccc.org>
We usually have a group of
members going up each year.
Ask around at meetings. There
is also bus transportation right
to the campus.
Happy shooting!
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I want you…

East Coast Food Fests
PWCC’s favorite thing to do is
taking pictures, right? But
what’s our second favorite? If
you said eating, you’d win a
prize. Now, we can do both at
the same time, and not too far
from home, too!

At the National Buffalo Wing
Festival, a chicken wing eating
contest heats up the foodstuff's
hometown of Buffalo, N.Y.
over Labor Day weekend, September 2 and 3.

The editor of Photo Notes, Park
West Camera Club’s awardwinning monthly newsletter,
When it’s swampy-hot, as
wants you to submit images
North Carolina tends to get in
for the Portfolio Page. Please eAugust, a fat slice of watermail six to eight photos to
melon goes down easy. Head
Fearful of vampires? No worry <bohpin@aol.com>
to Winterville for the 32nd
Image files should be prehere! The Garlic and Herb FesAnnual Watermelon Festival,
pared as for a Club competitival, September 2-3, in BenAugust 24-26.
tion (72 ppi, maximum horinington, Vermont, celebrates
zontal dimension of 1,400 pixthe stinking rose in all its asels and maximum vertical disertive glory.
mension of 1050 pixels).
All images should be part
of a concise theme—held together by subject matter, processing style, or whatever. A
short, one-paragraph explanation may be included.
All rights are retained by
The Milford Oyster Festival,
the member—no small print,
held on August 19 in Milford,
no double talk.
Connecticut, is now in its 43rd The Machias Wild Blueberry
Festival in Maine, in its 42nd
Photo Notes reserves the
year. It includes an oyster
right to select the images to be
cook-off, live music galore, and year, celebrates the blues,
August 12-20.
published from those submitmore bivalves than you can
ted. All submitted portfolios
shake a pearl at.
will be published—one per issue of the newsletter (not necFurther Afield As they do with pizza, Chicago
essarily in the same month as
goes its own way when it comes to wieners. Your
submitted). Join the fun,…
choice at the Chicago Hot Dog Fest, August 11-13.
participate!
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for holidays and a curtailed summer
schedule). Please join us at a
meeting or on one of our other
scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
for late-breaking details on all
meetings and other Park West
Camera Club activities.
Meetings begin at 7 p.m.
sharp unless otherwise indicated below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.
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* Monday, June 12
Otto Litzel Memorial
Year-End Dinner
The Annual Otto Litzel Memorial Year-End Dinner is the
grand daddy of the Club’s social events (the others being
the Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic and the Holiday Party).
This year we’ll be dining and
celebrating at Buca di Beppo,
just off Times Square. The address is 1540 Broadway, with
the entrance on 45th Street, just
east of Broadway, on the second floor. Getting to Buca is a
snap. Any subway or bus that
passes near Times Square will
get you right there. Just walk
to West 45th Street and then

Tuesday, June 13
Photo Op—
Feast of St. Anthony
The Annual Feast of St. Anthony of Padua, presented by the
Franciscan Friars of the Shrine
Church of St. Anthony of Padua, is held today in Greenwich
Village. There will be a street
procession and plenty to eat.
All this takes place on Sullivan
Street at West Houston Street.
The feast runs all day; the
street procession follows the 6
p.m. mass.
Tuesday, June 13
Photo Op—Museum Mile Fest

Seven of the city’s museums
along Fifth Avenue, from 82nd
head east, on the north/upto 105th Streets, will open their
town side of the street for a
few steps. Be sure to look up so doors for three hours (6 p.m. to
9 p.m.) for New Yorkers to get
you don’t miss the sign. The
cultured without spending a
cost of this multi-course meal
dime. There also will be plenty
is a mere $40. The doors will
open at 6 p.m. so we can gath- to shoot along motor trafficfree 5th Avenue.
er, socialize, and get started
with the cash bar. Please, do
not arrive any earlier—you can
always hang out in Times
Square and shoot the action
there. Dinner will be served at
7 p.m.
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* Wednesday, June 14
Field Trip—Wave Hill
and Riverdale
This afternoon, we’ll be hopping from gallery to gallery in
midtown Manhattan. Be sure
to bundle up and dress for the
occasion (it’s bound to be cold
and windy, so be prepared).
.
ed
l
u
We’ll meet in frontedof the Fuller
h
Building, 41 East
esc 57th Street, at
r
be
MadisonoAvenue,
at 1 p.m.
T
Some of the galleries we might
hop into include: Bonni Benrubi Gallery; Howard Greenberg Gallery; Pace/MacGill;
and many others. Sign up at
any Club meeting or by contacting the trip’s leader: Rita
Russo, at 917-697-9664 or
<ritarusso23@gmail,com>

* Thursday, June 15
Expanding Visions 23
Tonight is the third assignment/field trip of the Expanding Visions 23 class. Tonight’s
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assignment is Up, Up, and
Away where you will bring
with you one or more balloons
and include it/them in your
photographs. Tonight’s destination is Washington Square
Park. We’ll meet on the corner
of MacDougal and West 4th
Streets at 6:30 p.m.

drench each other with full
body paints of every color and
description. You’ll also be able
to shoot the parade of antique
cars, among many other oddities of the area. The staging areas this year are along Surf Avenue, west of MCU Stadium,
on 20th and 21st Streets. Take
the D, F, N, or Q train to the
Coney Island/Stillwell Avenue
station. If you thought the Village Halloween Parade was
great, you ain’t seen nothin’
yet—and this is all in the daylight!
Sunday, June 18
Photo Op—Egg Rolls, Egg
Creams and Empanadas

This free multicultural fest that
© Chuck Pine
celebrates Jewish, Chinese, and
Puerto Rican cultures is being
Saturday, June 17
held at the Eldridge Street MuPhoto Op—Mermaid Parade seum, located on Eldridge
Street just two blocks south of
Outrageous! That’s the word
that comes to mind when any- Canal Street. The festivities beone mentions the Mermaid Pa- gin at noon and run through 4
rade. This annual Coney Island p.m. Lots of fun, including
klezmer, cantorial, Chinese
event is celebrating its 32nd
Anniversary. Although the pa- opera, Puerto Rican folk music,
Hebrew and Chinese scribal
rade through the streets and
arts, yarmulke making, Puerto
on the boardwalk begins at 1
Rican mask and lace making,
p.m., you’ll find better photo
ops by getting there around 11 mah jongg, and other types of
arts and crafts. Kosher egg
a.m., purchasing a press pass
rolls, egg creams, and emfor $10, and shooting in the
staging areas. You’ll be able to panadas will be sold.
mingle with the
participants as they
prepare their floats,
don their scanty
and/or intricate
costumes, and
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* Monday, June 19
No Meeting Tonight
There will be no meeting
tonight as we begin our summer schedule of meeting
every other week.

© Chuck Pine
* Thursday, June 22
Expanding Visions 23
Tonight is the fourth assignment/field trip of the Expanding Visions 23 class. Tonight’s
assignment is Slow down, you
move too fast… where you will
shoot all of your images using
a shutter speed of one second
(or longer). Tonight’s destination is Coney Island. We’ll
meet at Nathan’s Famous, at
the picnic tables, diagonally
across the street from the subway station exit at Stillwell and
Surf Avenues, at 6:30 p.m. If
you’d like a hot dog, some
fries, or whatever, please arrive
around 6 p.m.
* Friday, June 3
Executive Committee Meeting
The Club’s newly elected officers (plus the President Emeritus) will meet to discuss the
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2016, there were over 325
unique marching contingents,
representing a vast array of
non-profits, community organizations, corporate sponsors,
small businesses, political candidates, and activists. With
over 55 floats making the trek
down 5th Avenue, last year’s
future of the Club including
march was one of the largest
next year’s program. The
and most exciting in history.
meeting will take place at the
home of Chuck and Helen Pine This year’s is supposed to top
starting at 1 p.m. This meeting it! (always a good spot to get
is open to the membership on a interesting photos) is at 5th
Avenue and 36th Street. The
limited basis—with voice but
without vote. If you would like kick-off is at 12 noon (get there
earlier). The parade then heads
to attend this planning meetdown 5th Avenue to 8th Street,
ing, please make a request to
President Ed Lee. The address turns west, and ends up at
Greenwich and Christopher
and directions may be found
on page 51 of this issue of Pho- Streets, in front of Stonewall
(where it all started).
to Notes.
Wednesday, June 28
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee is holding its meeting this
evening. The program for
tonight is a member’s night in
which each participant can
Sunday, June 25
share up to eight projected digPhoto Op—Pride Parade
ital images of nature, wildlife,
The first Gay Pride March (aka landscapes, seascapes, and the
like, brought on a USB thumb/
Parade) was held in 1970 and
flash/jump drive. Images
has since become an annual
should be sized at 72 ppi and
civil rights demonstration.
Over the years its purpose has 1,920 pixels on the longest side.
broadened to include recogni- The meeting, open to the general public, begins at 6:30 p.m.
tion of the fight against AIDS
and to remember those lost to A $7 donation is collected at
the door. The NYC Sierra Club
illness, violence, and neglect.
Photography Committee meets
The march is a celebration of
at the Metropolitan Opera
the LGBTQ community. In
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there are too many attendees for this session,
an earlier session will
begin at 4:30 p.m. (you
may arrive at 4 p.m., no
earlier, please). See the
Class Notes for instructions on how to prepare
and bring your images.

© Chuck Pine

Canal Street, Mott Street, etc.)
and most towns on Long Island, upstate, and in Jersey, offer parades of their own, complete with marching bands,
firetrucks, and much more.
Tuesday, July 4
Photo Op—Fireworks

It wouldn’t be the Fourth of
July in New York City without
the annual Macy’s fireworks
Today is the day for parades,
extravaganza, which made its
festivities, and fireworks (see
debut in 1976 to commemorate
the next entry for more). The
the nation’s bicentennial. The
big parade in town is the 107th iconic display will again be in
Travis Fourth of July Parade on the East River; fireworks will
Staten Island. The actual pabe set off from barges stretchrade begins at 12:30 p.m., but
ing from the Brooklyn Bridge
all access roads to the area
up to the Queensboro Bridge
close at 11:30 a.m. To get there, {aka the Ed Koch Bridge). The
best viewing spots will be
anywhere between the two
bridges, along the East Riv* Thursday, June 29
er in Manhattan, Brooklyn,
Expanding Visions 23
and Queens. If you plan on
Tonight is the second and fiheading to where the action
nal review session of the Exis, arrive by 5 p.m. to snag a
panding Visions 23 class. We
good spot (the light show
will look at images from the
starts at 9 p.m.), and bring
last two assignments/field
food and drink. For more
from the Staten Island Ferry
trips plus images from the
info, visit <www.macys.com/
Terminal (in Staten Island),
term project, Where there’s
social/fireworks> Many of the
take the S62 or S92 bus to the
smoke.… We’ll meet at the
City’s ferry and boat compaWild Avenue stop (for the
home of our instructor, Chuck
nies will take you up close and
viewing stand), or better yet,
Pine at 7 p.m. The address is
personal with the explosions—
get off at the next stop, Glen
680 West End Avenue, apartbe prepared to get a second
Street, for the formation area at
ment 5D. Directions may be
mortgage. (:-o) If you can’t
the Showplace Center. Be sure
found at the end of the Schedmake it into the City, or don’t
to get there early so you can
ule of Events on page 51 of this
like the crowds, there are fireshoot the marchers and floats
issue of Photo Notes. You may
works displays across the metgetting prepared. Other big
arrive at 6:30 p.m. (no earlier,
ropolitan area in most small
events are scheduled in both
please) so your images may be
towns and municipalities.
Chinatown (Columbus Park,
loaded into the computer. If
Guild, on the 6th floor of the
Rose Building at Lincoln Center. The address is 70 Lincoln
Center Plaza, located on the
north side of West 65th Street,
between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue, closer to Amsterdam. From the street level,
take the stairs, elevator, or escalator up one level and proceed through the revolving
doors into the lobby to get the
elevator up to the 6th floor.
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Tuesday, July 4
Photo Op—Parades
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* Monday, July 10
Outdoor Model Shoot
Join PWCC and president Ed
Lee for this Summer’s outdoor
model shoot. Our fashion
model will pose in several
summery outfits and accessories. The time and destination (in Central Park) will be
announced. Please stand by.
We’ll wind up our shooting at
a reasonable time so we can
grab a bite to eat before it gets
too late.

stice, when the Sun rises in
perfect alignment with several
of the stones, signaling the
change of season. For Manhattan, a place where evening
matters more than morning,
that special day comes when
the Sun sets in exact alignment
with the Manhattan grid, fully
illuminating every single cross
street for the last fifteen minutes of daylight. You will see
the entire ball of the sun on the
horizon—on the grid. For best
effect, position yourself as far
© Chuck Pine
east in Manhattan as possible.
But ensure that when you look
Wed. & Thu., July 12 & 13
west across the avenues you
Photo Op—Manhattanhenge
can still see New Jersey. Clear
What will future civilizations
cross streets include 14th, 23rd,
think of Manhattan Island
34th, 42nd, 57th, and several
when they dig it up and find a streets adjacent to them. The
carefully laid out network of
Empire State building and the
streets and avenues? Surely the Chrysler building render 34th
grid would be presumed to
street and 42nd streets espehave astronomical significance, cially striking vistas. On
just as we have found for the
Wednesday, the 12th, you will
prehistoric circle of large verti- see the entire ball of the sun as
cal rocks known as Stoneit sets; on Thursday, the 13th,
henge, in the Salisbury Plain of you will see only the top half
England. For Stonehenge, the
of the sun’s circle sitting on top
special day is the summer sol- of the horizon. Sunset is at 8:27
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p.m. on Wednesday and one
minute earlier on Thursday. Be
prepared, get to a spot early,
wait for the moment, and hope
for clear skies.
Fri.—Sun., July 14—16
Photo Op & Event
NECCC Conference
The 72nd annual New England
Camera Club Council Photography Conference is this weekend on the campus of the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst. This is one of the
largest teach-ins in the country
with scores (if not hundreds) of
workshops, shooting sessions,
competitions, and the like.
PWCC has several groups of
members going by private car
or public transportation—ask
around, or use the Club’s Yahoo Group and/or Facebook
page. Go to their website
<www.neccc.org> for all the
info and to register. But don’t
delay; although they don’t cut
off registration for the event,
they can run out of on-campus
lodging for the weekend (this
is not the only event in town).
Saturday, July 15
Photo Op—City of Water Day
Located in the shadow of the
modern New York City skyline, Governors Island is the
oldest European settlement in
New York. A former U.S. Army
military base and U.S. Coast
Guard station, 92 acres of the
island are open to the public
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during the summer. A short
ferry ride from Lower Manhattan will get you there to picnic,
photograph, and enjoy gorgeous views as well as a wide
array of cultural activities. The
City of Water Day Festival is a
free, day-long celebration of
the world-class potential of the
water that surrounds us and
brings us together. The event
draws thousands of people
rom throughout the metropolitan region to participate
in hundreds of unique, fun,

© Nancy Sirkis
(no PDIs). Bring them for an
honest, but gentle, critique of
your work. This workshop has
limited space (10 members,
maximum). Sign up in advance
with Elsa Blum at 516-621-3215
or <elsablum1@gmail.com> to
get the address for this 7 p.m.
meeting. The workshop leader
is photographer and ICP print
instructor, Nancy Sirkis.

celebrated in
Japan for over
500 years and
traditionally includes a dance,
known as BonOdori. The O-bon
is celebrated by
the New York
Buddhist Church, in Bryant
Park, starting at 12:30 p.m.
* Monday, July 24
Club’s Night Out

Club’s Night Out is a long lost
tradition of PWCC wherein we
meet at a venue different from
our home base. This could be
at a photo studio, a photo
gallery (other than Soho Photo
Gallery), a camera store, etc.
This gives us an opportunity to
Sunday, July 23
see a different side of photogPhoto Op—Bon Dance Festival
raphy—one that is interesting
and educational waterfront ac- O-bon, or just Bon is a Jaand educational. As of this
tivities. The events run bewriting, we are exploring two
panese Buddhist custom to
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. To
possibilities—the Lomography
honor the spirits of one’s anget there, take the ferry from
cestors. This Buddhist-Confu- Store and Sony Square NYC
the Battery Maritime Building cian custom has evolved into a (Sony’s hands-on showroom).
(located at 10 South Street, ad- family reunion holiday during Full information will be pubjacent to the Staten Island Fer- which people return to anceslished when our plans are firy in Lower Manhattan). You
tral family places and visit and nalized.
can get to the terminal via
clean their ancestors’ graves,
subway (#1 to South Ferry; #4 and when the spirits of ances- * Monday, August 7
or 5 to Bowling Green; “R” to
Evening Field Trip
tors are supposed to revisit the
Whitehall Street) or by bus (M5 household altars. It has been
Tonight we go on an expediLimited, M15 local, M15 SBS,
tion to New Jersey to view
and M20 to their southernand shoot the New York skymost stops).
line. We’ll meet at the Midtown Ferry Terminal at 39th
* Wednesday, July 19
Street and the Hudson River
Print Workshop
at 5 p.m. We’ll give the lateAll Club members are invited
comers a chance to catch up
to bring a dozen or so prints
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Sat. & Sun., August 12 & 13
Check out the website at
Photo Op—Dragon Boat Races <www.facebook.com/vwjam>

and then take the 5:20 p.m. NY
Waterways ferry to the Hoboken/14th Street Pier in Jersey—plenty of time to get
some shots along the way.
Once in Hoboken, we’ll walk
along the waterfront, shooting
across to the City as we go. We
will seek out a good spot to
shoot the sunset reflecting off
the steel and glass towers (the
sun sets tonight at 8:04 p.m.).
Astronomical charts indicate
that tonight we’ll have a full
moon to capture rising over
the City’s skyline. From there,
we’ll find a place to eat dinner,
or continue to head back home
via either the ferry or the
PATH train. The ferry costs $9
each way /$8.25 for seniors
(62+) The PATH fare is
$2.75/$1 for seniors (65+). The
Pay-Per-Ride MetroCard is accepted, but they do not accept
any Unlimited Ride MetroCards. You may choose to take
one train to the World Trade
Center station or to switch
trains to end up at one of the
uptown PATH stations
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The Hong Kong Dragon Boat
Festival is in full swing this
weekend. It’s all going on at
Flushing Meadow Park, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday. Admission is free. This
event goes rain or shine. To get
there, take the #7 train to the
Mets-Willets Point Station and
transfer to the special event
bus which will take you right
up to the lake.

© Chuck Pine
* Monday, August 21
Figure Study Shoot

Sunday, August 20
Photo Op—VW Traffic Jam
The NYC Volkswagen Traffic
Jam is a spectator-judged vintage Volkswagen car show and
picnic on Governors Island.
With views of New York Harbor and the Statue of Liberty
behind a vibrant line-up of
nearly 100 Beetles, buses, dune
buggies, things, and other original VWs circa 1950s-1970s,
this car show is a one of a kind
event for casual spectators,
classic VW enthusiasts, and (of
course) photographers. See the
listing under July 15th for info
about the venue and how to
get there. This event is free.
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Join PWCC and president Ed
Lee for this Summer’s indoor
figure study shoot. We’ll be in
a Chelsea or West Village photo studio for this event. There
will be two shooting sessions,
each lasting about an hour and
a half. Each will be limited to
no more than twelve Club
members. (This event is only
open to PWCC members.) The
first session will begin at 5:15
p.m. and the second at 7 p.m.
Try to arrive 15 minutes early,
be prompt, as the sessions will
begin on time. No tripods,
please, but monopods are
okay. Bring a strobe unit for
additional light or special effects. Your best bet is to shoot
with a wide-angle to short
telephoto zoom lens. Our
model will pose nude
for us with continuous
lighting and a plain
backdrop. RSVP to Ed
Lee at 212-255-9678 or
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<elee950021@gmail.com>
with the session you would
like to attend and to receive
the studio information.
Sat. & Sun., August 26 & 27
Photo Op—Jazz Lawn Party
The 11th Annual Jazz Age
Lawn Party takes place this
weekend on Governors Island.
This beloved summer event
attracts thousands of fans who
come together to discover authentic music from the 1920s
and 30s, learn the hottest dance
steps of the
time, frolic
in their
flapper
dresses and
glad rags,
and enjoy
sophisticated bites
and vintage-inspired
cocktails
in a romantic yet playful setting. The fun
begins at 11 a.m. and goes
through the day. See the listing
on July 15th for info about the
venue and how to get there.
Advanced tickets are required,
starting at $45 and going up
from there. Check it all out at
<www.jazzagelawnparty.com>
Sunday, August 27
Photo Op—Brighton Jubilee
The 41st Annual Brighton Jubilee will take place today. The
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Jubilee attracts more than
125,000 people every year and
is dedicated to bridging the
communication gap through
the international language of
music. The Jubilee is a Brooklyn tradition that celebrates
diversity. The multi-block festival features multiple entertainment stages and blocks of
merchandise and informational booths, as well as kiddie
rides and delicious food. To get
there, take the B or Q subway
line to the Brighton Beach station. Just follow the music and
the crowds to the festivities.

participate in our second most cherished
pastime—eating. You
must register for this
event so we can purchase the right
amount of food to
keep everyone happy
and satiated and still
not be wasteful. Space is limited. Sign-up will begin once the
details are announced in midAugust.
Monday, September 4
Photo Ops—Parades Galore

Today is Labor Day. That
means parades. Every borough
of the City, and many of the
surrounding towns, have Labor Day parades (check your
local listings). But, the big
event of the day is the West Indian (Caribbean) Day Parade
and Carnival in Brooklyn.
Many of the City’s
roughly one million citizens of Caribbean ancestry—along with thousands of neighbors, daytrippers, and tourists—
observe this raucous celebration of over-the-top
costumes, fiery food, and
pulsating music. If you’d
* Sunday, September 3
Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic like to get in on the fun, take
the #4 train to the Utica AvSave the date!!! Our annual
enue Station—the parade stagsocial gathering to start off the
ing area radiates from Utica
new Club season will be held
and Eastern Parkway. You
today. Details will appear in
should be able to shoot in the
the September issue of Photo
staging area for over an hour
Notes. This event brings us all
and then continue shooting as
together in a pleasant setting to
the parade kicks off at noon
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Directions to Soho Photo

and then marches on Eastern
Parkway over to Grand Army
Plaza. Bring plenty of extra
media cards, but go light on
the equipment (no tripods,
etc.). There’s plenty to eat on
the sidewalks and in the
restaurants. (All parade activities end at 6:00 p.m. due to
City ordinance, whether or not
they reach the final viewing
area.) Enjoy!

Space-filling Image
Slices
© Chuck Pine

at 15 White Street, between
Avenue of the Americas and
West Broadway. Take the #1
train to the Franklin Street station (one stop below Canal
Street). Walk one block north
on West Broadway to White
street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
Take the A, C, or E train to the
Canal Street station. Walk
south on Church Street/Sixth
Avenue three blocks to White
Street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
Although a longer walk, take
any other train to Canal Street,
walk west to Church Street,
and follow the directions immediately above. Street parking is available, but limited.

* Monday, September 11
Show & Tell—Summer Photos
This is the first meeting of the
new Club season. It is also
your chance to show us what
you did over the summer—
Club activities, shots around
the City, your personal vacation, etc. PDIs or prints are
fine. Competition rules are not
in effect (although PDIs should
be sized correctly). Please limit
your presentation to no more
than five (5) minutes per person. Don’t miss this opportunity to share and catch up with
the rest of us at PWCC.
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Directions to the Pine’s
at 680 West End Avenue at
93rd Street, Apartment 5D.
Take the #1, 2, or 3, trains to
96th Street (exit at the south
end of the station) or the M7,
M11, or M104 bus to 93rd/94th
Streets. From the train or bus,
walk the few steps to 93rd
Street, make a right turn and
head west to the apartment entrance on the corner of West
End Avenue and 93rd Street.
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